Insights into the interplay of wetting and transport in mesoporous silica films.
The understanding and design of wetting-transport and wetting-charge-transport interplay in nanometer-sized pores is a still not fully understood key step in improving nanopore transport-related applications. A control of mesopore wettability accompanied by pore filling and ionic mesopore accessibility analysis is expected to deliver major insights into this interplay of nanoscale pore wetting and transport. For a systematic understanding, we demonstrate a gradual adjustment of nanopore ionic accessibility by gradually tuning silica nanopore wettability using chemical vapor phase deposition of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl dimethylchlorosilane. The mutual influence of wetting on liquid imbibition, condensation, and molecular transport as well as on heat transfer were studied by ellipsometry, cyclic voltammetry and boiling experiments, respectively. A multi-methodical analytic approach was used to directly couple wetting properties of mesoporous silica thin films to ionic mesopore accessibility allowing us to determine two different ion transport mechanisms based on three defined wetting regimes as well as a threshold hydrophobicity suppressing pore accessibility. Furthermore, boiling experiments showed a clear increase in nucleation site density upon changing the wettability of the mesoporous surfaces from hydrophilic to hydrophobic. Hence, these results provide insights into the complex interplay of pore wall functionalization, wetting, and charge-dependent nanopore properties.